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Corporate Travel Management
scrambles to reassure investors
after bombshell report

Travel booking group Corporate Travel Management could remain in a trading
halt until Wednesday as it tries to reassure investors after a short-selling hedge
fund lobbed a bombshell report at the group raising questions about its accounts,
disclosure and the true scale of its business.

The company (CTM) entered a trading halt on Monday morning so it could digest
and respond to the 176 page report released by VGI Partners on Sunday, and could
remain in the halt until Wednesday - the day of its annual general meeting.

Among the 20 "red flags" VGI has raised are allegations that its cash flows are at
odds with its claims of strong organic growth, that senior managers have been
selling company shares and that it did not fully disclose the impact of revised
revenue figures.

VGI said that it also found no sign of activity when it visited CTM's offices, as
listed on its website, in Glasgow, Paris, Amsterdam, Stockholm and Switzerland,
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while about a quarter of its offices in the United States were either operating with
skeleton staff or where unused.

CTM said it was taking the claims seriously but would not comment further on
Monday.

However one source said the group was telling market participants that it was in
the process of shutting some offices in the United States where it had acquired
new businesses, and was considering giving a full update of its current footprint
in Europe.

VGI has not disclosed the price that it is short, which is the value that CTM shares
need to fall below for the hedge fund to make money.

However VGI told its own investors that it had “significantly increased” its short
position in recent months - bringing it to a total of just over 2 million shares,
worth around $55 million at the current share price.

Among other points that VGI has raised are that its price to earnings multiple was
well above its peers at 28.6 times, compared to 15.8 for local rival Flight Centre.

The group's metrics exceeded some the world’s most successful businesses like
Amazon and Apple, VGI said.

“Is Corporate Travel the next FAANG (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and
Google) stock?,” the group asked, taking a dig at the company’s “supernormal
profitability”.

Perhaps most troubling was an aggressive change to Corporate Travel’s
accounting of recognised revenue which last financial year saw the company
include confirmed commissions from suppliers as revenue. Previously it hadn’t
accounted for commissions until they were paid.

Changing the accounting treatment may have contributed substantially to CTM's
profitability but the group’s accounts contained no disclosure about the impact of
the revenue recognition change, it said.

CTM has been a strong performer since it listed on the ASX eight years ago,
deliving total shareholder returns of over 3500 per cent since then, and of 18 per
cent in the past year.

Both VGI and CTM declines to comment.
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